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Quick Agenda

● Writing Structures
○ RSCAC
○ CER
○ MEATy Paragraph

● Writing Scaffolds
○ General Scaffolds
○ Sentence Starters - 

But, Because, So
○ Buzzword Protocol
○ No Pronouns!



Reflect:
How do you use writing 

in your classroom?  
Consider the benefits & 

barriers.
Not sure ab

out 

the value o
f 

writing?  C
heck 

out the 
research!

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B18rIKJHYVOVQmpzVTRnaUJ1dTg


Reflect:
How do you use writing 

in your classroom?  
Consider the benefits & 

barriers.

PAIR 
UP an

d SHA
RE!



Structures



Writing Structure #1 - CER (project zero) 

“It’s zero from 2 
to 6 and 14 to 15 
cause it’s flat.”



“CLAIM: The rate of change is 
zero from 2-6 seconds and 14-15 
seconds.
EVIDENCE: 
Δy / Δx = (1-1)/(6-2) =0/4
Δy / Δx = (2-2)/(15-14) =0/1
REASONING: Rate of change is 
change in y divided by change in 
x, and it was zero for those two 
parts of the graph.”

Writing Structure #1 - CER 



Writing Structure #1 - CER
Claim: Answer the question in a complete 
sentence

Evidence: Show your calculations or your 
thinking

Reasoning: Explain the math concepts that you 
used to solve the problem using your 
vocabulary.



Writing Structure #2 - MEAT-y Paragraph



Writing Structure #2 - MEAT-y Paragraph “Common Cents”

http://www.mathalicious.com/lessons/common-cents/questions/841


Writing Structure #3 - RSCAC
R: Restate the problem in your own words

S:  State and Explain your problem-solving strategy 

C:  Explain your Calculations 

A:  Answer the problem, and explain what your 

answer means 

C:  Check your work 



RCSAC Example
Google Drive folder with a task and three artifacts

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DpXiMQXff6lZStLfxlkXdNp8sf4aoNoX


Reflect:
Which structure matches 
your writing needs the 

most?  Why?
(RSCAC, MEATY, CER)



Scaffolds



Many Scaffolds!
Sentence Starters

Word Banks and Student Generated Glossary Cards

Rubrics

Teacher models

Student models

Graphic Organizers

Peer Revision Protocols

Tech - Speech to Text in Google Docs

Tech- Grammerly and Sapling in Google Docs



Scaffold #1 - Buzzwords



Scaffold #2 - But, Because, & So (Hochman)
Sentence stem: A rectangle is a parallelogram…

A rectangle is a parallelogram, BUT not all parallelograms 
are rectangles.

A rectangle is a parallelogram, BECAUSE it has two pairs of 
parallel sides.

A rectangle is a parallelogram, SO we know that its 
diagonals bisect each other.



Scaffold #3 - No Pronouns

“It’s zero from 2 
to 6 and 14 to 15 
cause it’s flat.”



IT
THEY



Scaffold #3 - No Pronouns 

“The rate of 
change is zero 
from 2 to 6 and 
14 to 15 because 
the graph is flat.”



Reflect:
What’s your favorite 

writing scaffold?
(Something you use or 

something here that you 
liked)



The Writing Process



Pre-Writing, 
Writing, Editing & 

Revisions

What does your revision 
process look like?

How does your revision 
process match your school 
revision process?

How can you use revisions 
to improve quality work?



Let’s Keep Talking!
Reach out to share your own 
ideas or ask questions!

Gabriel Morden - Snipper
gabriel.morden.snipper@gmail.com

Danny Ramos 
@danny@harvestcollegiate.org

@abbykirchman 

kirchman@baldwinnyc.org


